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From: Bryan Montgomery <bryanopts@gmail.com>

Sent: Friday, November 08, 2019 6:38 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: transgender

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or 

unexpected email. **** ________________________________ 

 

Please do not change the gender on the licences. We are male or female. God made Adam and Eve not Adam and Steve. 

 

Thanks 

 

Bryan 
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From: Laura Pride Parrett <lsp2011@icloud.com>

Sent: Friday, November 08, 2019 12:48 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: License Requirements 

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or 

unexpected email. **** ________________________________ 

 

Please Consider: 

 

The current Indiana statute already covers this situation adequately and more closely parallels that of applying for a USA 

passport. 

 

There are typically only two biological sexes determined at conception, regardless of how individuals choose to 

characterize themselves. It is on the Indiana birth certificate,  and is not ”chosen” by the parents. It is identified by the 

doctor. This has always been one form of identification, just as the date of birth. Requiring a person to identify their true 

biology from birth does not prevent someone from living out a male or female identity. 

 

As a matter of public safety, emergency medical and law enforcement personnel need to know a person's actual 

biological sex to perform their duty in the event of an emergency or accident. 

 

This is unnecessary and potentially dangerous change for Indiana. 

 

Thank you- 

 

LS Parrett 
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From: Jerry Pride <treefarmer10@aol.com>

Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2019 10:26 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: My Opinion about political statements!

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

to whom it may concern: 
My opinion is that there are only two biological sexes, fixed at conception, and that driver's licenses 
are not meant to be political statements about someone's lifestyle choice. There is also the fact that 
medical and law enforcement personnel need to know the person's biological sex to perform their 
duty in the event of an accident.  
Thank you very much 
Jerry Pride 
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From: Cecelia Trueblood <ceceliat47@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2019 10:14 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Re:

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

By choosing sex identification I mean changing their biological sex identification to one other than what God 

gave them. I don't think that I made that clear in my original email. Thank you 

 

On Thu, Nov 7, 2019, 8:18 AM BMV Legal <BMVLegal@bmv.in.gov> wrote: 

The Indiana Bureau of Motor Vehicles has received your comments regarding the rule LSA #19-486. The 

BMV has taken your comments under advisement. Information about and the status of this rule can be found at 

https://www.in.gov/bmv/2648.htm.  

Sincerely,  

BMV Legal 

From: Cecelia Trueblood [mailto:ceceliat47@gmail.com]  

Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2019 6:50 AM 

To: BMV Legal <BMVLegal@bmv.IN.gov> 

Subject:  

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

I am not in favor of the BMV permitting anyone to choose their sex identification on their ID/ driver's license 

intead of recording their real gender that God has given them.  
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From: Ken Macy <kmacy@frontier.com>

Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2019 3:47 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: license identifying one's sex

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Do NOT change the current law on sexual identity on our drivers' licenses. Sex is established at conception! 
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From: iwishn@hushmail.com

Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2019 2:30 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Gender Free Licenses

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

HI! Are the folks at the BMV serious? Why is this necessary? If folks don't know if they were born 

male or female maybe they should not be  

driving... We have enough confused /mixed up drivers on the road (drunk/drugged) we do not need 

anymore. Please do not do this. A report from Harvard was just released that it is not a genetic 

condition. Does that mean it is a choice? Please do not give them another benefit. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mr. Mrs. Charles Danner and Son 

 

 

 

Sent using Hushmail 
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From: Dennis Linda Jones <denlinjones@outlook.com>

Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2019 2:01 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Transgender Driver Licences

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or 

unexpected email. **** ________________________________ 

 

Please DO NOT move forward with proposed rule to ease gender changes on driver licenses.  Human gender is binary.  

The sexual identity of a person driving a car is binary.  Please do not depart from this unbreakable truth to pursue 

political and social agendas obnoxious and unwelcome to ordinary Hoosiers. 

Linda Jones 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: RL Kendall <r2kendall@hotmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:56 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Oppose transgender licenses

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Sex is not "assigned at birth." It is a biological reality from the moment of conception. There are two sexes, 

and you cannot change your sex any more than you can change your birth date. Just as there are some who 

have changed gender identity, there are also some who have changed back. The purpose of a driver's license is 

not to affirm somebody's lifestyle choice. 

 

Do not accommodate a harmful fad by allowing for the falsification of government-issued ID. The transgender 

fad does not deserve affirmation on Indiana Driver's Licenses. 

 

Sincerely,  

Rebecca Kendall 
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From: Mike Jones <mfrankj42@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:29 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Transgender license

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

People are either born male or female. This is all that should be listed on a license issued in the State of Indiana. 

If a person/s wants to live different live style that is there choice but as far as a drivers license they are either 

male or female. You can not be anything else.  

 

I pray that someone puts an end to this idea. 
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From: Ricky Bays <baysacres62@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:28 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Drivers License Change

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Absolutely senseless.  
 

We are all either Male or Female at conception. X non-binary is not needed at all. This change to 

DL is absolutely senseless. Cost required to do this is senseless.  

Medical and Law enforcement need to know that you are either Male or Female to perform their 

job. 

There is absolutely no need for this change !!! Trash it and work on something that matters, Please. 
 

TY 

Lifetime Indiana resident 

75 years old 
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From: Rebecca <rebel3035@yahoo.com>

Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:14 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Transgender Lincense

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Please take into consideration that Driver's licenses are not meant to be political statements about someone's lifestyle 
choice. There is also the fact that medical and law enforcement personnel need to know the person's biological sex to 
perform their duty in the event of an accident.  
 
If someone really has decided to change their sex, they have all kind of medical procedures and such to face and it is a 
very personal decision and not just a whim which is what seems to be going on at the moment.  
 
Please stay out of the political area on this.  
 
Thank you for taking time to at least read my thoughts on this.  
 
Respectfully, 
Rebecca Sparks  
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From: Tom Morone <tommorone@comcast.net>

Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2019 10:59 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: There   is only a Male & Female.  Nothing in between.   Marking an "X" should NOT be 

allowed.

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Please continue with only Male & Female and not add “X”. 

 

Thanks in advance, 

 

Tom Morone 

Columbus, IN 
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From: Denise Easton <deniseeaston@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2019 6:59 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Transgender

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or 

unexpected email. **** ________________________________ 

 

We absolutely do NOT need transgender licenses.  Stop this insanity!!!!!!! 
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From: Liz Kavanaugh <lizakavanaugh@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2019 11:08 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Credential Rule

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

PLEASE vote NO to the LSA#19-486-Credential Amendment Rule. 

 

Elizabeth Kavanaugh 

1187 N.650 E. 

Montgomery, Ind 47558 
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From: Isaac Siefker <siefker.isaac@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2019 8:05 PM

To: BMV Legal

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

As a citizen of this great country, I am concerned about some ludicrous suggestions that people can change their 

gender. Facts are facts and it does not help anyone to pretend that the truth is not the truth. To do so is a mark of 

uncivilized and unintelligent societies. 

 

Please do not support rules assisting people to change their gender on their drivers licenses. 
 

Please remember that there are only two biological sexes, fixed at conception, and that driver's licenses are not 

meant to be political statements about someone's lifestyle choice. Also, please note the fact that medical and law 

enforcement personnel need to know a person's biological sex to perform their duty in the event of an accident.  

 

Thank you. 

Isaac Siefker 
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From: cmaners@iendeavor.com

Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2019 3:16 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: [Fwd: "Gender X"driver's licenses]

Attachments: untitled-[2].html

Importance: High

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

---------------------------- Original Message ---------------------------- 

Subject: "Gender X"driver's licenses 

From: cmaners@iendeavor.com 

Date: Wed, November 6, 2019 3:07 pm 

To: BMVLegal@bmv.on.gov 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

(typed in wrong e-mail address the first time I tried to send - trying again) 

 

 

Regarding what BMV is proposing to revamp Indiana driver's licenses is not necessary or needed.  

Since when is it the BMVs place to make political statements about lifestyle choices.  

Since the beginning there has been two sexes male and female. You are one or the 

other at time of conception. God did the creating: "So God created man in His own image; 

in the image of God He created him; male and female He created them." Genesis 1:27 

Man is not to altar God's creation. If born a male that is what you are for life. If born a female 

that is what you are for life. Just because a handful of gender confused Hoosierswho want to 

choose the sex on their license to fit their mental viewpoint you are going to cave in.  

So you are going to make the vast majority of Hoosiers change a perfectly good form of 

identification into a tool to advance some idiotic political agenda. Leave our driver's 

licenses as they are. 

 

A 

Hoosier  

Carol Maners 

Cloverdale, IN 
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From: Lori Brown <flameofloveindiana@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2019 1:42 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Gender Designation

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

There appears to be a movement at the BMV to change the sex designation on drivers licenses. This is folly for 

a number of reasons. First, each person has either an XX or XY chromosome arrangement that is indisputable. 

Knowledge of this arrangement via a sex designation on the license is crucial in attending to injured individuals 

at the scene of any accident, and an ambiguous designation on a person's license puts the injured person at great 

risk.  

 
Driver's licenses are not meant to be political statements about someone's lifestyle choice. As John Adams put it "facts 
are stubborn things". In this case, what a person identifies as is irrelevant as to reality, and safety in the case of an 
accident. People, no matter how they try, cannot change the factual biology of their makeup. 
 
This era of political correctness continues to put residents of our great nation at great risk. Please apply common sense to 
this issue and leave the regulation as is. 
 
Thank you...…………...kbrown 
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From: rhsmith@bluemarble.net

Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2019 9:31 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Rule Proposal Regarding Gender Changes

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Completed

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or 

unexpected email. **** ________________________________ 

 

Gentlemen,         I am against any BMV rule that easily changes one's 

gender as a lifestyle choice on Indiana driver licenses and ID cards. Your proposed rule change does just that. The 

arguments against your proposed rule change, as pointed out by many sources, are 1. That there are only 2 biological 

sexes, and they are determined at conception (XX, XY chromosomes). 2. Driver licenses & ID documents should not 

become politicized by peoples lifestyle choices. You don't put race,color, or creed on them...at least now. 3. Medical 

personnel and law enforcement must know a person's true biological sex, when facing health, injury, or accident 

situations. All of the aforementioned reasons are factors in defeating a rule change for a sex determination listing on 

state IDs. 

Thank you. 

 

R.H.Smith 

634 E. Militia Ct. 

Ellettsville, Indiana 47429 
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From: Megan Ensor <megan.ensor@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2019 9:05 AM

To: BMV Legal

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Completed

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or 

unexpected email. **** ________________________________ 

 

I recently learned that Indiana is considering a rule that amends procedures to more easily change a person's gender on 

an Indiana drivers's license or identification card. I’d like to remind the state of Indiana that there are only two biological 

sexes, fixed at conception, and that driver's licenses are not meant to be political statements about someone's lifestyle 

choice.  Also, the fact is that medical and law enforcement personnel need to know the person's biological sex to 

perform their duty in the event of an accident. 

 

Best, 

Megan 
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From: Traylor, Donald (Greg) <TraylorD@helenaagri.com>

Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2019 9:00 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Current licenses

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Completed

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Please leave the current form in place. We are either male or female and that is revealed at birth. 

 

Greg Traylor, CCA 

Helena Agri-Enterprises, LLC 

Branch Manager 

812-486-3285 (O) 812-486-7202 (C)  

“Work hard and be humble.” 
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From: Jane Fivecoate <janie22446@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2019 12:32 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Law Change

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Completed

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or 

unexpected email. **** ________________________________ 

 

There are only two biological sexes, fixed at conception, and that driver's licenses are not meant to be political 

statements about someone's lifestyle choice.  There is also the fact that medical and law enforcement personnel need to 

know the person's biological sex to perform their duty in the event of an accident. 
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From: Randall Gregory <rwtomey@hotmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 11:34 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Quit Trying to Appease the Left!

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

 

Why in the world is the Indiana BMV bowing to the far left's looney ideology???? There are only two biological 

sexes, Male and Female in case you forgot, which is fixed at conception, and our driver's licenses are not 

meant to be political statements about someone's lifestyle choice. This is just another step in the WRONG 

direction and we definitely do not need the far left's looney insanity in Indiana. Don't embarrass this proud 

Hoosier. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Randall W. Gregory 

706 Sunset Avenue 

Washington, IN 47501 
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From: francisfranko46@yahoo.com

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 10:39 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Gender on Driver's License

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Please "keep it simple"..leave driver's license "as is".. A person's gender as set at birth, Male or Female! 

Thank you, 

Francis Montgomery 

 

Sent from my Verizon LG Smartphone 
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From: Beverly Murdick <bkm737@yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 7:51 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Gender choice on Driver's Licenses

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

I am voicing my dissent to Indiana adding a new gender choice. There are only X & Y chromosomes; 
that is a fact. Gender is not a choice. Your sexual orientation may be, not your gender. Please do not 
cave into less than 1% of our population and add this choice.  
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From: Carol <sckuehnert@frontier.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 6:43 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Gender X drivers licenses

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or 

unexpected email. **** ________________________________ 

 

We don’t need a drivers license for someone that doesn’t identify with the gender they were born with. 

It is not conducive with emergency medical and law enforcement personnel in the event of an accident. 

Medical and emergency personnel need to know a person’s biological sex to perform their duty in the event of an 

accident. 

Sincerely, Carol Kuehnert 

 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Melissa Epping <eppingmelissa@yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 6:01 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Concern

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

To Whom It May Concern,  

 

I am very concerned about the consideration being given to allowing a person to choose whether he or she is 

declared as male or female on a driver’s license. There are only two biological sexes, fixed at conception, and 

driver's licenses are not meant to be political statements about someone's lifestyle choice. There is also the fact 

that medical and law enforcement personnel need to know the person's biological sex to perform their duty in 

the event of an accident.  

Please consider the ramifications of a person being able to choose something that is a biological fact. 

 

Thank you, 

Melissa Epping 
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From: john Eisenmann <john@mrplanners.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 5:12 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: It is not in the best interest of the citizens of Indiana to add gender confusion to our 

state driver licensing.

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

It is not in the best interest of the citizens of Indiana to add gender confusion to our state driver licensing.  

False information compromises the value of the license. 

Citizens are not even allowed prescription glasses on the photo of this form of ID. 

Citizens are not allowed to falsify their age. In fact a person’s age may add restrictions on their license.  

We need drivers licenses to get passports, they need to be correct and secure. 

Persons are biologically either male or female, surgeries and taking hormones don’t actually change that. You 

only add more confusion to gender confusion by trying to legitimize it.  

How will people be identified or treated in emergencies?  

Could emergency treatment be delayed for others if this PC burden is added? 

This will create financial and legal issues for every institution and business and individual.  

I'm not saying Gender confused persons don't deserve compassion- they need help.  

I am opposed to Gender x to be on drivers licenses. 

John Eisenmann 

Decatur IN  
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From: Barb <barbbour@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 4:40 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Changing Gender on An Indiana Driver's License or ID Card

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or 

unexpected email. **** ________________________________ 

 

As an American citizen living in Indiana, I have been advised that the BMV has proposed a rule that would amend 

procedures to where a person can more easily change their gender on an Indiana driver's license or identification card.  

In addition, this will make Indiana one of the few states that will allow for transgender licenses. 

 

Here are my reasons why I feel this should not happen: 

 

A driver's license is NOT meant to be a political statement about a person's lifestyle choice. 

 

There are only two biological sexes, and they are fixed at conception. 

 

There is also the fact that medical and law enforcement personnel need to know the person's biological sex to perform 

their duty in the event of an accident. 

 

 

Barbara Bourbina 

Bloomington, Indiana 
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From: Bryce Fathauer <bryce.fathauer@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 4:27 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: LSA Document #19-486

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Regarding proposed rule 19-486, please do not allow the passage of this crazy proposal.  
 
Not only is this proposal antithetical to nature and science (as there are only 2 biological sexes defined at 
conception), but this creates a real harm to medical professionals who need to know whether someone is REALLY a 
man or a woman in order to treat them properly during emergencies.  
 
It also creates a problem for law enforcement because they need to know whether they are looking for a MAN or a 
WOMAN in trying to apprehend someone or in booking them to the proper facility.  
 
Trying to appease the 0.001% of people who struggle with this mental disorder will cause tremendous issues for the 
other 99% of people living in reality and I urge you to dismiss this proposal.  
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From: Mark Ward-Bopp Sr. <markwardbopp1@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 3:38 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: LSA #19-486 comments

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Please send me a copy of the comments on proposed rule LSA #19-486. Thanks 
 

 

 

Rev. Mark Ward-Bopp 

Nazarene Children's Pastor (Retired) 

765-366-1301 cell  
 

"Keep your life free from love of money,  
and be content with what you have..." 
Hebrews 13:5a 
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From: Mark Ward-Bopp Sr. <markwardbopp1@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 3:34 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Re: Proposed Rule LSA Document #19-486

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Where will the Nov 25 Public Hearing be held for LSA #19-486? What building name, 
address, room and time? 

Thanks 

 

 

 

Rev. Mark Ward-Bopp 

Nazarene Children's Pastor (Retired) 

765-366-1301 cell  
 

"Keep your life free from love of money,  
and be content with what you have..." 
Hebrews 13:5a 

 

 

On Mon, Nov 4, 2019 at 7:20 AM BMV Legal <BMVLegal@bmv.in.gov> wrote: 

The Indiana Bureau of Motor Vehicles has received your comments regarding the rule LSA #19-486. The 

BMV has taken your comments under advisement. Information about and the status of this rule can be found at 

https://www.in.gov/bmv/2648.htm.  

Sincerely,  

BMV Legal 

From: Mark Ward-Bopp Sr. [mailto:markwardbopp1@gmail.com]  

Sent: Saturday, November 02, 2019 6:41 PM 

To: BMV Legal <BMVLegal@bmv.IN.gov> 

Subject: Proposed Rule LSA Document #19-486 

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

I do not agree with the idea that the state of Indiana is agreeing with the social 
experiment of gender change. The idea that anyone can change their gender is absurd: 
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they were either born male or female. I am a 67 year old white male. I may fancy to call 
myself a 27 year old, 6' 7" black female, but I am still a 67 year old white male.  

Respectfully submitted, 

Rev. Mark Ward-Bopp 
Nazarene Children's Pastor (Retired) 

508 S Washington St 

CrawfordfordsvilleIN 47933 

765-366-1301 cell  

"Keep your life free from love of money,  

and be content with what you have..." 

Hebrews 13:5a 
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From: Clovis Parsley <parsleycj@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 2:04 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: GenderX Drivers License

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Please keep our driver's licenses the way they have been for years. What ever a person wants to call themselves 

has nothing to do with issueing a license. What a person is born with is what they are.  

Thanks. 
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From: Davorin Skender <dks@case.edu>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 2:03 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: LSA Document #19-486

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

To whom it may concern: 

 

My name is Davorin Skender and I am writing as a resident of Indiana (3541 S Wickens St, Bloomington, 

47403) 

 

I am writing regarding LSA Document #19-486 regarding the rule amendment to the procedures for changing 

gender on Indiana driver's license or identification card.  

 

There are only two biological sexes, fixed at conception, and driver's licenses are not meant to be political 

statements about someone's lifestyle choice, personal preference, or otherwise.  

 

There is also the fact that medical and law enforcement personnel need to know the person's biological sex in 

order to safely and correctly perform their duty in the event of an accident or incident.  

 

Please take these items into consideration when reviewing amendments to this rule.  

 

Thank you 

Davorin Skender 
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From: Julie Neal <julie.neal78@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 1:27 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Proposed rule

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

There are only 2 sexes, fixed at conception. Driver's licenses are not meant to be political statements about 

someone's lifestyle choice. I am praying for you to think before deciding to advance a demonic and ideology 

and agenda.  
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From: Margaret Key <margaretskey@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 12:44 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: gender on ID cards

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Dear BMV, 

 

I am opposed to the proposed rule that would allow for transgender licenses. 

 

There are only two biological sexes, fixed at conception. Driver's licenses are not meant to be political 

statements about someone's lifestyle choice. In addition, medical and law enforcement personnel need to know 

the person's biological sex to perform their duty in the event of an accident.  

 

Margaret Key 

Bloomington, IN 
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From: Kavanaugh, Louie <Louie.Kavanaugh@duke-energy.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 12:22 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: LSA Document #19-486 - Credential Amendment Rule

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

I am a medical First Responder for our local community, a member of our volunteer fire department, and a life-long 

resident of Indiana. In order to effectively do my job in the event of a medical emergency it is critical that I know the 

age, gender, and health conditions of the patient. People like me are the first link in the chain of survival for an injured 

patient and the information that we hand off to EMTs and doctors is critically important to be accurate to continue their 

chance of survival. Sometimes the only information we have to start with is the person’s identification. Please do not 

make our jobs any harder than it already is. Thank you!  

 

Louis Kavanaugh 
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From: Linda Kissel <lkissel56@yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 12:15 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: sex choice on drivers licenses

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

To Whom this may Concern:  
 
It is my understanding that there is an effort to change Indiana drivers licenses to allow for other than male/female choices 
. Biologically, sex is determined at birth. There is no sense in allowing the politics of lifestyle choices to be reflected on our 
drivers licenses. Please reject this scheme. 
 
Sincerely, 
Mrs. Linda Kissel, 
Indiana resident 
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From: Alexandria May <alexandriamay23@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 11:56 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Comment on BMV Proposed Rule

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Dear Sir or Madam,  

 

I am e-mailing in response to information I received about the Bureau of Motor Vehicles proposal that amends 

procedures to more easily change your gender on an Indiana drivers's license or identification card. This makes 

Indiana one of the few states that would allow for transgender licenses.  

 

That being said, I would like to remind the BMV that there are only two biological sexes, fixed at conception, 

and that driver's licenses are not meant to be political statements about someone's lifestyle choice. There is also 

the fact that medical and law enforcement personnel need to know the person's biological sex to perform their 

duty in the event of an accident.  

 

I urge the BMV to not give in to the transgender licenses and identification cards, but remain firm in the true 

legal good of the person as either a male or female in the licenses gender statement. 

 

Thank you, 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Siefker 
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From: Josh McGovern <gov4040@yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 11:53 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: LSA Document #19-486 - Credential Amendment Rule

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

To whom it may concern:  

 

I’m opposed to LSA Document #19-486 - Credential Amendment Rule. This will put lives in danger 
affecting the decision making process. Medical and law enforcement personnel need to know the 
person’s biological sex to perform their duty in the event of an emergency.  
 
 

Thank you! 
Josh 
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From: Janna Youngen <youngmiss116@yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 11:51 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Gender X Licenses

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

To whom it may concern,  
 

I am concerned about the proposed rule changes to the Indiana driver's licenses. The Indiana BMV 
should not turn Indiana's most significant form of identification into a tool to advance a political 
agenda. The desires of only a small number will affect everyone in the state of Indiana. Please 
consider the following as just a few of the reasons to turn down the proposed change: 
 

· Requiring a person to identify their true biology from birth does not prevent someone from living 

out a male or female identity. 

· Driver's licenses are not supposed to be political statements about lifestyle choices. 

· Emergency medical and law enforcement personnel need to know a person's actual biological 

sex to perform their duty in the event of an accident.  
 

Thank you for listening to my concerns. I hope that this proposed rule change will not go through. 
 

Sincerely, 
 

Janna Youngen 
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From: Mark McCormick <marksmccormick@sbcglobal.net>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 11:34 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: RULE CHANGE ON SEX ID

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

I understand that the Indiana BMV is considering a rule change which would allow an individual to file 
a form and have their sex reidentified on their driver's license. I request that the BMV NOT put this 
rule into effect. In my opinion there are only two biological sexes, fixed at birth, and driver's licenses 
are not meant to be political statements about someone's lifestyle choice. Also, medical and law 
enforcement personnel need to know the person's biological sex to perform their duty in the event of 
an accident.  

I urge the BMV to reconsider and NOT approve such a terrible rule. 

Sincerely, 

Mark S. McCormick 

4255 North Warwick Road 

Martinsville, IN 46151 
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From: Esteban Garcia <esteban@bloomingtonbible.org>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 11:13 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Concern on Gender Proposal

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

To whoever it may concern,  

 

I just wanted to express concern on the recent proposal that would allow people to change their gender in a way 

that is not consistent with their biological sex. I believe that this proposal not only is misguided, but it is also 

harmful to many in the case of an accident or emergency. 

 

Thank you for your time. 

 

 

--  

Esteban Garcia 
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From: Mary-Ellen Van Dyke <mevandyke@rtlswin.org>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 11:11 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Gender 

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

We oppose the state of Indiana changing the driver license to add “X non-binary”. There are only two biological sexes, 

which are determined at conception. The BMV should not be changing the driver’s license. The BMV should NOT 

politicize the IN driver license. We urge you to stop this. 

Jeff & Mary Ellen Van Dyke 

Newburgh, IN 
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From: Chris Cornell <chris.cornell@reagan.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 11:11 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: INDIANA STATE ISSUED IDENTIFICATION CARDS/DRIVER'S LICENSE

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Dear madam(s) and/or sir(s), 

 

It is with great sadness and immense frustration I engage you today on a topic, I swear to God thought would never be 

up for debate. 

 

I received an email from my mother and thought, “oh man, not Indiana too?” While I just cornered the age of 50 and 

having grown up and lived in as a “normal” world would seem, it seems now the term “Normal” is infested with all sorts 

of senseless, shameless, irrational, and confounding concepts and theories, but never in my life would/could I have ever 

imagined a world where gender could be a topic for debate. Sure I get the homosexual thing and despite not totally 

understanding how one is wrought to such attractions, I’m pretty much a live and let live kinda guy. BUT, being a person 

who understands basic nature, science, and reason for existence, I will not sit idly by, accept, nor placate anyone’s 

fanatical, or fantastical misrepresentation of reality. I’ll have no part in it. Math, such as nature have laws and rules we 

are bound by. Black and white, right and wrong, nothing to be misunderstood. While t’s my firm belief Mankind 

(humans, sorry) are of a superior breed among all other creatures inhabiting the earth, people are no different than the 

rest when it comes to inherent reasons to exist. It’s all about sex….. and sex, its most primal reason is to procreate, keep 

the species alive and continue to populate the earth. That’s why all species do it, be it A Sexual, or Gendered, the 

common, most simplistic trait shared across the diverse spectrum of species is reproduction. 

 

So here we are, because a very small (very, very small) group of dysphoric individuals believe they aren’t what science 

and nature made them. Gender confusion is a farce and can be settled by simply observing what’s between the legs, or 

if that’s not an adequate, or obvious indictor, genetic tests confirm any unsettled result, removing any trace of doubt. 

Now, I’m not callous to emotion, feelings, nor desires of those who have issues and may not be comfortable with why 

they are the way they are…..BUT, I’ll not play along with, or be part of some charade and pretend a boy is a girl, or a girl 

is a boy any more than I’ll accept a dog is a cat, an apple is an orange, black is white, or vodka is water. These are not 

subjective terms, nor identities……The term “Slippery Slope” doesn’t begin to express what awaits the future should 

anyone cede to the whims and wills of derangement. I’m simply being candid and calling it what it is. I see some in the 

news, mostly white people living some lie they’re of another race. So if we accept multiple genders, how do we limit 

anyone to identifying as anything? I read somewhere there are like 26 genders someone could be. Well that’s a heaping 

load of bull puckie. There are 2 and 2 is the number, and then number shall be no greater than 2. 

 

I know California and I believe New York have added an “Other” category to government issued identification 

cards….and while I’m a firm believer and supporter of state rights, man, like the federal government, assuming they 

have any more sanity and/or grip on reality than the aforementioned states (big assumption), need to put a big kaabash 

on the insanity as there are far reaching reproductions above what’s listed in the bulleted reasons of the below email. 

 

Only a few states have created what Indiana is on the verge of adopting – "Gender X" driver's 

licenses. There are over 4.5 million Indiana driver's licenses. Yet, the Indiana BMV has plans to 

revamp all driver's licenses to appease a handful of gender confused Hoosiers who want to choose 

the sex on their license to fit their mental viewpoint.  
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Sex is not something someone can truly change through synthetic chemicals or disfiguring 

surgeries. Yet, the proposed rule from the BMV allows a doctor to simply sign a form attesting 

that a person has changed their sex from male to female, female to male or either to "X non-binary" 

as if sex is something fluid or unknown.  

Indiana BMV needs to hear from you. The BMV is now talking public comment on this 

politically correct idea. You can email your thoughts to the BMV on this proposed rule 

change today, by simply sending them a polite note here: BMVLegal@bmv.in.gov. A 

public hearing on this is scheduled for November 25. 

Here are a few talking points you can use in a phone call and an email. 

• There are only two biological sexes fixed at conception, regardless of how individuals 

choose to characterize themselves. 

• Requiring a person to identify their true biology from birth does not prevent someone from 

living out a male or female identity. 

• Driver's licenses are not supposed to be political statements about lifestyle choices. 

• Emergency medical and law enforcement personnel need to know a person's actual 

biological sex to perform their duty in the event of an accident.  

• Allowing false data on Indiana's driver's licenses compromises the integrity of the license. 

• The form to change one’s gender has no guidelines for what that means or involves. It is 

merely a doctor's signature.  

The Indiana BMV should not turn Indiana's most significant form of identification into a tool to 

advance a political agenda. 

 

If we are to entertain the misgiven world of gender confusion, at what point will parents be able to subjectively assign 

gender on a birth certificate? I’m more than saddened and disturbed when reading about children being “transitioned” 

because one, or both parents aren’t settled and especially when these treatments are given to kids who are too young 

to be charged with a crime and can’t decide if they want chocolate, or vanilla ice cream for dessert are prescribed life 

altering inhibitors by God playing fools who destine these kids to an absolute unimaginable, horrible fate. 

 

In short, please vote a big whooping NO to any changes allowing for more than the general, naturally assigned at birth 

genders of X or Y, male or female. I sincerely appreciate (and more so expect) your support on this matter. 

 

Please feel free to contact me if there’s any confusion on my feelings respective to the above. 

 

 

Regards, 

 

Chris Cornell 

9618 EAST 200 SOUTH 

Lafayette, IN 47905 

317 501 5848 
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chris.cornell@reagan.com  

Preferred Pronouns: HE, HIS, DUDE. 

 

PS, saw this and pretty sure one of the below symbols is a rooster. Who makes up this drivel? 
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From: Ray Naugle <ernaugle@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 11:10 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: SEX ON DRIVER'S LICENSE

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
 
Please leave the place for SEX on the drivers license for Male and Female. It makes no sense 
Changing this. Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Earl R. Naugle 
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From: mary gregory <momgregory53@hotmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 11:09 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Gender change on driver licenses and ID cards

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Dear Bureaucrats in the Bureau of Motor Vehicles, 

Kindly refrain from changing biological facts into a human choice that makes science pure relativism . You should not 

have the power to pretend to do so simply because of your position in a bureaucracy. Science tells us from birth who is 

male and who is female, not bureaucrats with their own ideas of morality and political correctness. Should one day the 

voters tell you that sex is purely relative and a matter of personal choice they will let you know. Until then please do not 

pretend you have the right to negate science.  

Thank you, 

 

Don and Mary Gregory : momgregory53@hotmail.com  
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From: Cathie Francis <CFrancis@rtlswin.org>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 11:04 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Gender on Drivers License

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

To Whom it May Concern: 

 

I was just informed that the State of Indiana plans to change their application for an Indiana Drivers License in regards to 

what sex someone is (promoting the transgender agenda). There are only two biological sexes, fixed at conception, 

MALE or FEMALE and driver's licenses are not meant to be political statements about someone's lifestyle choice. 

 

As a taxpayer and citizen of the state of Indiana, I strongly oppose this move and strongly urge you not to make these 

changes. 

 

For Life, 
 

Cathie S. FrancisCathie S. FrancisCathie S. FrancisCathie S. Francis----MartinMartinMartinMartin    
 
Executive Administrative Assistant 
Right to Life of Southwest Indiana 
(812) 474-3195 (phone) 
(812) 474-3196 (fax) 
cfrancis@rtlswin.org 
www.rtlswin.org 
 
MISSION STATEMENT: Right to Life of Southwest Indiana exists to protect human life. 
 
VISION STATEMENT: We exist to protect the right to life of innocent human life from fertilization to natural death. 
 
As a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, donations to Right to Life of Southwest Indiana are tax deductible for federal income 
tax purposes. You may donate online by visiting our website or by using the following address in your web browser: 
http://www.rtlswin.org/ or you may mail contributions to the following address: 
 

Right to Life of Southwest Indiana 
20 NW Third Street, Suite 810 
Evansville IN 47708 
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From: Mary Jo Sellers <msellers@evdio.org>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 10:58 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Gender on drivers' licenses

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

To whom it may concern: 

 

I would respectfully remind you that there are only two biological sexes, fixed at conception, and driver's 

licenses are not meant to be political statements about someone's lifestyle choice. Please remember that medical 

and law enforcement personnel need to know the person's biological sex to perform their duty in the event of an 

accident.  

 

Thank you for your attention in this matter. 

 

Mary Jo Sellers 

Washington, Indiana 
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From: louiskavanaughjr@gmail.com

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 10:55 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Oppose the New Change on Gender Conformarity

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Bureau of Motor Vechicles 

I would like to voice my opinion to oppose a change in the Male/Female 

options on drivers licence. You are what you are and now what you feel 

today. Where will this end. I belive that what you are born with should 

be what is on your drivers licence. God made us Male and Female and 

not what we feel like today. 

Please don't make it political here in Indiana. 

Louis 

 

Louis Kavanaugh Jr. 

1187 North 650 East 

Montgomery, Indiana 47558 

Phone 812-486-3658 
 

 

 

Virus-free. www.avg.com  
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From: Linda Campbell <nanacampbell08@yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 10:55 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: gender on license

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

I think it is absolutely wrong for the state of Indiana BMV to consider letting genders be changed on 

driver's license. Are you putting yourself up as GOD. How can someone say they are not male or female 

and reject that God made them the way they are. Why should a state perpetuate this practice that is a sin 

in the eyes of God and most people in this state. 

Please do not make this idea a law in Indiana. 

 

 

L. Campbell 

Resident of Indiana 
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From: hunterread2002@aol.com

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 10:52 AM

To: BMV Legal

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

There are only two biological sexes, fixed at conception, and that driver's licenses are not meant to be political statements 
about someone's lifestyle choice. There is also the fact that medical and law enforcement personnel need to know the 
person's biological sex to perform their duty in the event of an accident.  
 
Please do not allow our state to have multiple sexes or whatever. 
 
Thank you. 
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From: M&ESwanson <21597me@tds.net>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 10:42 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: License Profile

Importance: High

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or 

unexpected email. **** ________________________________ 

 

Dear BMV, 

 

 

Please stop the amendment that allows a person to change their gender on their license. 

 

There are only 2 sex genders, given when a child is conceived. 

 

 

Thank you, 

 

 

Evi 
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From: Tom Tarzian <ttarzian@sarkestarzian.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 10:23 AM

To: BMV Legal

Cc: Monica Siefker; Cate; Al Somers

Subject: No transgender driver's licenses in Indiana

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

I understand the Indiana Bureau of Motor Vehicles has proposed a rule to amend procedures to allow a person 
to more easily change her or his gender on an Indiana driver’s license or identification card. 
 
That a person can change her or his gender is a fantasy. It’s contrary to reality. There are only two biological 
sexes, fixed at conception. In addition, driver's licenses are not meant to be political statements about 
someone's lifestyle choice: medical and law enforcement personnel need to know a person's biological sex to 
perform their duty in the event of an accident.  
 
As you can probably tell, I think this is nuts and should be stopped. 
 
Striving to serve God and our neighbors through our media. 1) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e-MJIKQ-

TKk; 2) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYpyXEbTpMg; 3) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oIMmHL4DNrk; 4) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9FJ7QJQ7KMI  

 

God bless you, 
Tom 
 
Tom Tarzian 
Chief Executive Officer 
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. 
205 N. College Ave., Suite 800 
Bloomington, IN 47404 
 
This transmission is intended by the sender and proper recipient to be confidential and intended only for the proper 
recipient and may contain information that is privileged, attorney work product or exempt from disclosure under 
applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, you are notified that the dissemination, distribution or copying 
of this message is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error or are not the proper recipient please notify 
the sender at this email address and delete this email from your computer. Receipt by anyone other than the proper 
recipient is not a waiver of any attorney-client, work product or other applicable privilege. 
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From: jessigirlihl <jessigirlihl@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 9:47 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Proposed Gender Change for Licenses and Identification Cards Complaint

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Hello, 

I am reaching out to voice my opposition to the new proposal for transgenders and transsexuals to have the 

option to change their sex on their licenses and identification cards. I believe this is illogical since biological sex 

is determined by the chromosomes that are given at birth. Furthermore, medical professionals may need to 

know their actual sex if some accident were to occur. Someone can choose to act as if they are a different 

gender than the sex they were born as, but I think it is dangerous for them to change the "sex" they are listed as 

on their licenses and identities. 

Thank you, 

Jessica Yoder  
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From: Andrew Wolfe <andrewcharleswolfe@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 9:36 AM

To: BMV Legal

Cc: Jessica Yoder

Subject: Proposed Gender Change for Licenses and Identification Cards Complaint

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Hello,  

 

I am reaching out to voice my opposition to the new proposal for transgenders and transsexuals to have the 

option to change their sex on their licenses and identification cards. I believe this is illogical since biological sex 

is determined by the chromosomes that are given at birth. Furthermore, medical professionals may need to 

know their actual sex if some accident were to occur. They can choose to act as if they are a different gender 

than the sex they were born as, but I think it is dangerous for them to change the "sex" they are listed as on their 

licenses and identities. 

 

Thank you, 

 

Andrew Wolfe 
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From: Trevis <trevis36@hotmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 9:31 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Stop the Drivers License change of gender confusion

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or 

unexpected email. **** ________________________________ 

 

With all due respect, and I’m not sure why I even need to tell you this, a license is an official form of ID that is not 

political or a lifestyle CHOICE. Emergency personnel including medical, police, and etc apply this biological knowledge for 

the best application of how they perform their jobs in either protecting the life of the individual or their own. 

How does giving the option of allowing everyone to be something different from what they biologically are, make any 

rational sense? Just because a doctor writes a note or completes a form does not biologically change anything and there 

is no gender fluid, you were born, and are, either Male or Female, end of story. This is where facts of what you are over-

ride what you feel or want to be. 2 + 2 = 4, not 11 no matter how much you want it to, it is what it is. 

This change needs to be stopped. 

 

Trevis 
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From: Carolynn DePaul <carolynn.depaul@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 9:33 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: change to driver's license

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

This is a comment recommending not to change a person's sex on the driver's license because driver's licenses 

are not a political statement. Sincerely, Carolynn DePaul 
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From: CATHY ANDREWS <candrews1148@comcast.net>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 9:21 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Comment on Proposal concerning gender selection on licenses

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

There are only two sexes based on anatomical differences at birth. These are real. Gender 
differentiation is based on feelings and not anything concrete. Please stay with the gender selection 
that makes the most common sense: Male or female.  
 
Catherine Andrews  
1320 Poplar St.  
Bedford IN 47421  
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From: Laura Dusard <lauradusard@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 9:18 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Transgender licences

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Please do not use the BMV promote a political agenda. Do you want to place yourself outside of the knowledge 

basic biology? In the event of an accident police need to know the gender of the victim. Do you want to risk 

lives to promote this ideology? Sincerely, Laura Dusard 
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From: (null) (null) <Angel95_98@yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 9:10 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Nov 25

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

 

Please remember that there are only two biological sexes, fixed at conception, and that driver's licenses are not 

meant to be political statements about someone's lifestyle choice. There is also the fact that medical and law 

enforcement personnel need to know the person's biological sex to perform their duty in the event of an 

accident.  

 

 

Sincerely,  

Angela Skelton  
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From: Nichole Edwards <jgraham03@msn.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 9:03 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Amending Gender on Licenses

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

I absolutely oppose this rule! It is dangerous to allow such an outlandish rule be passed in our state! No 

medical procedure or drug can change the biological sex of a person and therefore should not be allowed to 

be changed on driver's licenses. There is no such thing as gender fluid - you are born either male or female and 

these are the only two options that should be seen on a driver's license. It is necessary for emergency 

personnel to know the biological sex of each person in the event of an emergency. You will set a dangerous 

precedent by folding to the minority group of people who are pushing for this rule. Our driver's licenses should 

not be used as political rhetoric to make a minority group feel good about dangerous decisions they make in 

their personal lives - you are enabling that group of people by proposing these ridiculous rules. God 

determined our biological sex. There is nothing that can be done to change that so don't manipulate things to 

try and fit a mentally-ill ideology.  

 

Nichole Edwards 

Bloomington, Indiana 
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From: Jane Swain <m.jane.swain@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 8:57 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Driver's license

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

As an Indiana voter, I wish to go on record as in favor of our license being clear that we are either make or 

female. This simple question should not require a doctor to sign a form or to have to be politically correct. We 

are male or female. If some choose to be called by another name that is their choice, but I hope you will not 

make this a big issue. A few people's preferences should not control the rest of us. 
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From: Julia Tucker <julia.e.tucker@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 8:55 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Gender on Driver’s Licenses

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

I was very saddened to hear that the BMV is considering changing its standards about how sex is denoted on 

licenses. There are only two biological sexes, fixed at conception. This cannot be changed with a doctor’s note 

or even with surgery.  

 

 

Driver’s licenses are not meant to be political statements about someone's lifestyle choice.  

 

 

There is also the fact that medical and law enforcement personnel need to know the person's biological sex to 

perform their duty in the event of an accident.  

 

 

Please do not cave to political pressures about gender. Please maintain a clear and simple standard of having 

people state their biological sex on their driver’s license. 

 

 

Thank you for your consideration,  

Julia Tucker 

317-908-3593 
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From: Luehrmann Family <luehrmanns@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 8:42 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Driver's License Gender

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

To Whom It May Concern: 

 

We understand that the Indiana Bureau of Motor Vehicles has proposed a rule that amends procedures to more 

easily change the gender on an Indiana driver's license or identification card.  

 

Biological sex is a scientific fact which does not change and which medical and law enforcement personnel 

need to know in order to perform their duty in the event of an accident.  

 

Driver's licenses are not meant to be political statements about someone's lifestyle choice.  

 

We request that the BMV dismisses this proposed rule. 

 

Sincerely, 

Mark and Monica Luehrmann 

3243 N Meadow Dr 

Hope, IN 47246 
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From: Tim Frank <crippledcockroach@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 8:17 AM

To: BMV Legal; Betty Miller

Subject: Transgender Drivers Livense

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Every life is valuable and precious to God and to me. Although I have compassion for anyone who struggles 

with understanding who they are and feelings they may have, it can’t undermine the principals and values of 

God that our country was founded upon. Just as we show our children love by disciplining harmful behavior it 

is critical that we love the transgenders by accepting and protecting their humanity while not supporting their 

behavior. Support of a transgender life style is harmful to them and to the society they live in.  

Please do not further harm our community and country by imposing transgender licenses in Indiana.  

Best Regards, 

Tim Frank 

GOSHEN Indiana 
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From: Greene County Right to Life <greenecountyrtl@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 8:08 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Gender

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or 

unexpected email. **** ________________________________ 

 

This is NOT something the citizens of INDIANA want to see passed. Gender is God given and not to be fooled around 

with. That's the way it is. 

 

We care, 

Richard and Carol Anderson 

 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: Beverly Burkett <bevburkett@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 7:44 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Rulemaking BMV docket

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

Dear BMV, 

 

There are only two biological sexes, fixed at conception, and a person's driver license is not meant to be 

political statements about their lifestyle choice. There is also the fact that medical and law enforcement 

personnel need to know the person's biological sex to perform their duty in the event of an accident.  

 

Sincerely, 

A Concerned Citizen 

Beverly Burkett 

 

https://www.in.gov/bmv/2648.htm 
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From: Kristen <hobbsk123@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 6:51 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: License Gender 

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or 

unexpected email. **** ________________________________ 

 

To whom it may concern, 

 

        I have recently been informed of a change to policy that is being considered within the scope of Indiana licensing 

forum. Per the information I was given, individuals will have the ability to change their license to a different gender then 

that of which they given in utero and defined at birth.  There are concerned citizen in Indiana that do not feel that 

personal lifestyle choices should be a reason for legal documents of licensing etc to be changed or adjusted.  There are 

only two biological sexes, fixed at conception, and this should not become a political statement that Indiana gets 

involved in.  It is also not a safe choice and can be extremely confusing and dangerous for our law enforcement officers 

as well as our medical personal and EMT/Rescue teams.  I highly recommend that deep consideration be taken prior to 

making this decision and yes, as a Christian, I pray that our state does not become a liberal political statement of 

“tolerance” towards personal lifestyle choices.  I appreciate you time. 

 

Thank you, 

Kristen Hobbs 

 

 

 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Anita Sokol <anitanbill@comcast.net>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 4:34 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Feedback:  LSA Document #19-486 - Credential Amendment Rule

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

To whom it may concern: 

 

Thank you for this opportunity to voice my very grave concerns against this proposed rule change.  

 

First, I wish to remind you that there are only two biological sexes, fixed at conception, and that driver's 

licenses are not the place to make a political statement about someone's lifestyle choice.  

 

Second, medical and law enforcement personnel need to know the person's biological sex to perform their duty 

in the event of an accident.  

 

Third, when this ID is used to gain entrance to a facility that is a refuge for abused women/children, as an 

example, by a man self identifying as a "women" you are putting them at risk of abuse all over again. 

 

I thank you for your time and consideration. 

 

Anita Sokol 

 

Sent from my Verizon Motorola Smartphone 
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From: Monica Siefker <monica.siefker@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2019 4:21 AM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: On the proposed rule to amend gender information

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

To Whom It May Concern:  

 

I was very disappointed to learn about the proposed rule to amend the procedure to change gender information 

on Indiana driver's licenses and identification cards.  

 

This is simply insane. Science is clear: there are only two biological sexes, fixed at conception. No matter how 

hard we try to convince ourselves otherwise, it doesn't change this fact. Driver's licenses are not meant to be 

political statements about someone's lifestyle choice. It is also necessary to remember that medical and law 

enforcement personnel need to know the person's biological sex to perform their duty in the event of an 

accident.  

 

For these and many others reasons, I ask that you not adopt this proposed rule. 

 

Thank you for giving deep thought to my concerns, which are shared by many. 

 

Monica Siefker 

Bloomington, Indiana 
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From: SELMA BRANT <srb5of7@comcast.net>

Sent: Monday, November 04, 2019 6:17 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Changes proposed to Indiana Driver's license

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

I understand there will be a discussion here in Indiana on changes to our Driver's license! WHY????? 
Because a few of the thousands of Indiana drivers disagree with the choices of male or female to 
identify their sex legitimately given them at birth - that does not seem like a valid reason! So a Dr. can 
sign a piece of paper at anyone's request and that supposedly takes precedence over the birth 
certificate?  
I, for one object to the majority being ruled by the minority and see no reason for this subject to even 
be approached!  
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From: H H <vnabors@msn.com>

Sent: Monday, November 04, 2019 5:22 PM

To: BMV Legal

Subject: Transgender licenses 

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from 
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****  

No, I DO NOT want a transgender license! I am not transgender (as most of the United States is not) and we 

don’t want this! Indiana is better than this. This is not California!  

 

Thank you.  

 

~Veleta Nabors~ 


